Heavy Duty Scales

For larger portions, Edlund's Heavy Duty Scales provide measurements for weights of up to
100 lbs. All Heavy Duty models offer rugged construction and a large platform. From portion
control to shipping and receiving, these scales will provide tough, dependable service for
many years.

Heavy duty scales that can take the pressure.
HD-2 Heavy Duty Scale*

HD-100 Heavy Duty Scale

This large-portion scale lets you
measure up to 32 oz. in amounts as
small as 1/8 oz. All brushed
stainless steel construction keeps
this scale clean and attractive
throughout years and years of use.
Large fixed dial is recessed to stay
clean and provide a quick read.

For very large items, the HD-100 offers all of the tough
construction of the HD series in a scale that weighs up to
100 lbs. This scale features a special chip-resistant enamel
finish. And it features the same easy to read recessed dial
in a larger size.

Heavy duty brushed stainless
steel construction
Large 8 1/2" x 8 1/2"
platform
Large easy-to-read dial
Recessed feature keeps dial
clean; reads quickly
Red pointer provides clean,
fast readings
Accurate and dependable
Measures in 1/8 oz.
increments up to 32 oz.
More durable 2 piece face
plate and bezel
Edlund superior quality
Also available from Edlund:
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Special chip-resistant enamel
Extra large 12" x 12" stainless steel platform
11 1/2" dial
Recessed feature keeps dial clean; reads quickly
Accurate and dependable
Measures in 4 oz. increments up to 100 lbs.
More durable 2 piece face plate and bezel

Heavy Duty Scales
HD-5 Heavy Duty Scale* (5
lbs. x 1/2 oz.)
HD-10 Heavy Duty Scale*
(10 lbs. x 1/2 oz.)
HD-25 Heavy Duty Scale (25
lbs. x 1 oz.)

HD-50 Heavy Duty Scale (50 lbs. x 2 oz., platform
10 3/4" x 9 1/2")
HD-200 Heavy Duty Scale (200 lbs. x 1 lb.) 15" x
15" stainless steel platform

* Models now available with Air Dashpots for instant reading.
All scales not legal for trade.
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